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ABSTRACT
Network operators deploys currently 5th generation (5G) of cellular network and many manufacturers commercialized new 5G
end-user devices. It is the first step in the development of 5G still the 5G potential is far from being reached. Network slicing is
the one of the main 5G technologies for the researcher’s community. Many heterogeneous services like voice communication,
video streaming, e-health, vehicular communication are provided and flexibly by exploiting the 5G infrastructure. Security is
the critical aspect like a every new technology. In this paper, security in 5G network slicing is highlighted life-cycle security,
intra-slice security and inter-slice security along with threats and recommendations are highlighted in this paper.
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1. INTRODUCTION
As compared to 4G, 5G is the evolution in terms of performance parameter which is already released in the market. But 5G is under
investigation for the researcher and work is in progress by standard organization [1], [2]. Services like voice communication, video
streaming, e-health, vehicular communication all these are differentiated services are coming under infrastructure of 5G. Network
slicing is the challenging target for 5G network to be accomplished [3]. Currently, network slicing is one of the topics targeted in the
3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) release 14[1] and further addressed in 3GPP release 15[2] still they are in progress and
soon to be completed may be in 2021.This time motivates the investigation in respect of network slicing.
Under virtualization networking, network slicing is one of the category, together with Software Defined Networking (SDN) and
Network Function Virtualization (NFV). Network slicing is one of the independent technology which takes the advantages of SDN
and NFV. It allows the flexible and efficient creation of specialized end-to-end logical networks on top of shared network
infrastructure. Specific type of services is accommodated by each of these logical networks with different and heterogeneous
requirements through which vertical industries are being facilitated. In [4], three main 5G use cases are being specified by International
Telecommunication (ITU) and 3GPP and these are:
• Enhanced mobile broadband (eMBB)
• Ultra-reliable low latency communication (URLLC)
• Massive machine type communication(mMTC)
There is an advantage of infrastructural and functional sharing in terms of cost and resource consumption, but at same time, it raises
issues that have to be addressed. Clarification in terms of multi-tenancy context is to be needed for security and privacy aspects of
network slicing. Consequences might to be served otherwise.
5G network slicing is being elaborated in this paper focusing on network security. Concept of isolation is not directly addressed which
implies operation without any direct or indirect influence between slices or even between entities within the same slice like resources,
operation, man-agreement. To achieve security, we refer an isolation technique to mention it whenever needed. At various levels,
slice isolation can be implemented according to requirements and in various forms.
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Figure 1Network Slicing Architecture
The aim of this article is to indicate possible points of attack and investigate security requirements and recommendations. There are
four perspectives:
• Security aspects in different stages of the life cycle of a network slice.
• Intra- slice security: means security aspects of a network slice by itself
• Intra-slice security: security aspects in relation to other network slices.
• E2E slicing with intent-based networking
While using network slicing within this classification, we present and examine the security challenges. There is need to be clarification
and discussion as network slicing is a new field with still open new aspects. Some of these are referred and indicate further research
directions.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
For the current status of 5G network slicing 3GPP standards establishes the fundamentals [1] ,[2]. TR33.811[5] and TR33.813[6] are
the specifications related to security of network slicing and TS33.501 are the specification related to security architecture and
procedures for 5G[7].
In [8], security requirements and network capabilities exposure are investigated by Next Generation Mobile Networks(NGMN) , use
of network slicing might be emerged through identify flaws and make recommendations[9].For network slicing[10], a threat for
network is given by European Union Agency for cybersecurity [ENISA]. From three perspectives which were mentioned previously,
security for network slicing is looking. In [11], it is mentioned that for end-to-end slice isolation ZTE is referred to slice security on
the industry side. With references to network slices [12]. Huawei gives an overview of architecture for 5G security.5G infrastructure
Public Private Partnership (PPP) security white paper is adopted because to indicate weak isolation as a security risk and network
slicing security is dedicated by a subsection [13].
Author in [14] mentioned for 5G as security and privacy, network slicing as a key technology is discussed for 5G along with SDN,
NFV and Multi-access Edge Computing(MEC). In [15], architecture for 5G is introduced with possible security threats. Objectives
of a 5G security architecture and concept of network slicing is in focus [16],[17]. Author in[18], introduce a term Network Slice
Manager which is a element used by telco on top of NFV orchestration and confidentiality, integrity, authentication, authorization
and availability are the principles which is considered for security threats. For IoT, 5G!Pagoda[19] and ANASTACIA [20] are the
network slicing . 5G-MoNArch, 5G-ENSURE are some 5G-PPP projects[21]
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:
API

Application Program Interface

CN

Core Network

DoS

Denial of Service

DDoS
E2E
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eMMB

Enhanced Mobile Broadband

MME

Mobile Management Entity

ENISA

European Union Agency for Cybersecurity

EPC

Evolved Packet Core

FGN

Future Generation Network

HSS

Home Subscriber Server

ITU

International Telecommunication

MANO

Management and Orchestration

MEC

Multi-Access Edge Computing

mMTC
MNO
NGMN

Massive Machine Type Communication
Mobile Network Operator
Next Generation Mobile Network

PPP

Public Private Partnership

RAN

Radio Access Network

SDN

Software Defined Network

URLLC

Ultra-reliable Low Latency Communication

3GPP

Third Generation Partnership Project

5GPPP

Fifth Generation Partnership Project

3. 5G NETWORK SLICING
In this section, main concepts and terminology in 5G network slicing are presented [22]. Differentiated 5G services are provided by
network slicing. In respect of functionality; differentiation can be seen as mobility, security, control. In respect of performance,
latency, throughput, error rate, reliability, availability is differentiation [23]. Small set of requirements containing specific services is
served to the particular use-case. As compare to large set, small set of requirements is more feasible and efficient [24].To satisfy
required networking characteristics, network slice instance is an end-to-end logical network which provide services to serve particular
use cases like voice communication, video streaming , e-health, vehicular communication[17],[22],[25],[26]. On top of physical and
virtual resources like storage, network, processing and access nodes is a set of network function instances called logical network.
There is another local logical network i.e., Network slice subnet instance. A network slice instance can be constituted by one or more
network slice subnet instance and network slice instance and network slice subnet instance will be referred. Core Network (CN) and
Radio Access Network(RAN) are the network domains which is the part of 5G architecture. An example for sub-slice chaining is
RAN sub-slice and CN sub-slice chained together. Isolation should be proper for slices and can be created on demand which are selfcontained and have independent control and management [17],[27].Different perspectives like performance, dependability,
management can be regarded from isolation[33].
A.
Architecture
Three layers with each its own management functions comprises can form a overall network slicing architecture.
1. Resource Layer: Based on end-user request, services are provided by network resources and network functions together form a
lower layer in architecture. Both may be logical/virtual or physical. Storage, processing and transmission nodes are the examples
of resources. Switching and routing, slice selection and authentication are the examples of network slice instances can have
served a resource or a network function.
2. Network Slice Instance Layer: Service instances requires network capabilities which is provided by a slice. And middle layer
consists of slices. A slice can serve one or multiple service instances which can run directly over the network resources or over
another slice. On the same physical architecture, it may or may not be possible to run two distinct slices and hence share or not
resources and network functions.
3. Service Instance Layer: This is the upper layer that consists of service instances that are consuming the slices and are offered to
customers. Here we refer a service instance as simply ‘service’.
From figure ‘1’ resources and network functions are related to resource management functions and different administrative domain
is associated with each function. Network slice management function(s) are simply refer as ‘slice manager’. Life cycle of slices are
managed by slice manager and interacts with other management functions. There is also management function for the sub-slices
which together forms a slice. Life cycle is managed by communication service management functions(s) and interacts with slice
manager [22].
It is described in [22],[29] that roles are defined within a business model and different operational responsibilities are characterized
by roles in the 3GPP specification. 5G offers an opportunity of new business roles for 3 rd parties, allowing them more control and
system capabilities [29]. Other than the Mobile Network Operator (MNO), there are entities like 3 rd parties which is referred as
tenants that is considered to manage some of the resources, functions, slices and services. Hence, among the MNO and the 3rd
parties, ownership and management can be split at each layer [30].
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B.
Slice Life Cycle
There are four phases in slice life cycle that are:
1. Preparation: For the preparation of the network environment, designing, creation and modification of network slices templates
the first phase is dedicated for above. To describe the components, structure and configuration of a slice a network slice template
is used. In this phase, slice doesn’t exist and in the second phase it will be built from the template.
2. Installation, configuration and activation: Resources and network functions are created, installed and configured during the
second phase. To installed, configured and activated, slice is built from the template.
3. Run Time: Upgrades, change of configuration, associations or disassociations of resources and network functions are
modifications. Supervision and reporting take place in this phase.
4. Decommissioning: Resources and network functions are liberating and after this phase, slice is no more. Slice manager handles
the life-cycle management and also responsible for creating and destroying the slices. Application Program Interface(API) access
the slice manager [31]. Creation or deletion of slices, different levels of configuration, report and monitoring as depending on
the scenario, operator might allow different actions in the API

4. SECURITY THREATS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Threats and probable points of attack are identifying in slice network. In terms of life-cycle security, intra-slice security and interslice security are described as:
A. Slice Life-cycle security
1. Preparation Phase: Network slice template is the main point of attack in this phase. All the slices are offered from a poorly
designed, tampered with or improperly implemented network slice template (e.g. with design flaws, without up-to-date security
patches or injected malware) [12] [25]. To provide confidentiality, integrity and authenticity of network slice templates, crypto
graphical protocols are used.
2. Installation, configuration and activation phase:Before or during activation, the main threats are creating fake slices or changing
the configuration of slices. Secure APIs, such as access and operational rights are the specific mitigation techniques. API should
permit auditing, monitoring and reporting securely [31].
3. Run-time Phase: Denial of Service(DoS), performance attacks, data exposure and privacy breaks are the variety of threats in this
phase. Slice isolation have been considered through Distributed DoS(DDoS) [32]. On-demand security mechanisms are enabled
by Dynamic NFV
4. Decommissioning Phase: Explosion of sensitive data that had been improperly handled during decommissioning is the main threat
during and after deactivation of slices [25]. If resources are improperly liberating to mount a DoS attack, then it is also a threat.
So, destruction of sensitive data and de-allocation of network functions and resources are the specific mitigation techniques so
that they don’t remain busy [22].

Figure 2Network Slice Instance Management
B. Intra-Slice Security
1.
5G Customer Devices
Customer devices are an accessible point of attack which are mostly used by non-technical users. For DoS attacks, there are several
possibilities like confidentiality problem unauthorized access impacts the consumption of resources [6]. Via non-3GPP networks,
risk related to 5G customer devices increase while accessing the network.
There is recommendation for authentication i.e. at primary authentication, devices are allowed to access the network at secondary
authentication. Slice level is recommended [6] [26] [34]. Primary authentication standardized for allowing roaming and different
technologies interconnection. And for decrease the costs and facilitate integration, secondary authentication is standardized. To
mitigate risks associated with DoS, limited number of customer devices can access a network slice simultaneously, number of
simultaneous active sessions, data rate per device, performed at different levels in the network are some suggestions.
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2.
Slice- Services Interface: The interface between the slice and the services that consume the slice is a possible point of attack.
A correct level of isolation is the specific mitigation technique that might be implemented among the services and between slice
and consuming services.
3.
Sub-slices: Attack points are presented in the interconnection between the sub-slices and weakest sub-slice is the prone for
attack. If the access network is non-3GPP then securing sub slices and implemented, decrease the risks at interconnection is the
specific mitigation technique.
4.
Slice Manager: Tenants may increase the risk as are responsible for the slice management as they might try to access
functionalities that our outside of the legal agreement [9], [31]. For the mutual authentication, more slice managers co-exist[14]
tenants capabilities should be restricted because they are responsible for slice management. This is done for conformity to legal
agreements between the parties.
5.
Resources and network functions: To damage the slices, resources and network functions might be attacked. Physical
attacks, software attacks and cyber-attacks are the possible attacks can take place. Mutual authentication, secure boot, credential
access, physical security and integrity verification are the specific mitigation techniques.
C. Inter-Slice Security
1.
5G Customer Devices: Most vulnerable points of attack are 5G customer devices. When authorized slice of a customer
device might try to gain access to unauthorized one that invites the security threat. In intra-slice device is not complete outsider that
is the advantage. Performance of a slice or DoS attack might be damage the through adversarial device. Several slices simultaneously
attach if device needs diversified access to services [33]. Proper isolation between slices is the specific mitigation technique in terms
of integrity, authenticity access control, confidentiality and resource consumption.
2.
Service-service Communication: Interface between the services that consume different slices is the possible point of attack.
This is a low-security risk because usually services running on different slices are independent and hence no need of communication.
Within or between the slices and different components [37], [38], traffic and behavioral analysis and anomaly detection are the
techniques to investigate disallowed communication.
3.
Intra-Slices and Intra-Sub-Slices Communication: As compare to a more-secured slice, an adversary might try to attack a
less-secured [8], [25] threats like unauthorized access, leakage of shared parameters sensitive data may be transmitted between the
slices if the comm. between slices is allowed [10]. Again proper isolation between the slices are the specific mitigation techniques.
Controlled and secured communication between slices is another technique [14]. Between slices it is avoid to share cryptographic
parameters to avoid leakage [25]
4.
Management Systems: It is also a point of attack. Chances for attack increases when a tenant might try to access other
tenant’s slices or change parameters.
Proper isolation between different slices in the slice manager is the specific mitigation technique and restrict the tenants to change
the parameter of other tenants [9].
5.
Resource Infrastructure: Exhaustive consumption or DoS or software attacks are the resource layer attack point. Code
isolation and code protection techniques are the specific mitigation techniques.

5. DISCUSSION
There is impossible for complete analysis of security in respect to network slicing. As because of on-going security specifications
for 5G are prone to changes and lack of implementation of slicing. Analysis of network slicing is quite difficult and there is much
to be learned about slicing concept and regarding its risks. Based on threats and recommendations challenges and problems are
further discuss.
D. End-to-end Security: End-to-end security is needed as network slices are end-to-end logical networks. Authors suggested in
[15] that network slicing as one of the 5G enabling technologies and their possible security threats in 5G architecture. For end-toend security, end-to-end isolation is a prerequisite [11]. In [7], end-to-end security is referred. In 5G, end-to-end security remains a
challenge and topic for further research.
E.
A.(a) End-to-end (E2E) slicing: E2E slicing is very important from5G requirements point of view. 3GPP, 5GPPP, ITU and NGMN
are bodies related to network communication. Here, E2E mechanism can perform for both core and access network. These standard
bodies give outline for E2E network slicing for FGN. Many researchers suggested E2E slicing architectures. In [39], Author
suggested the architecture for E2E slicing with intent-based networking that consists of four major modules IBN tool, OSM network
orchestrator, FlexRAN controller, and deep learning model. To deploy the higher configuration networks first module is IBN tool
which is automated in deploy and execution mode. Network service providers are enabled by IBN tool just to configure the network
resources for both in core and access networks. To continuously monitors the statistics of network resources hybrid deep learning
model GAN is used which also stores the IBN database. Core network slicing is supported by OSM framework. Since JSON strings
for slice configuration are accepted by OSM orchestrator so for this higher-level configurations are converted by OSM policy
configurator IBN tool.
Information is provided to the OSM orchestrator through core NFVs that are deployed. After deployment, slices configurations are
dispatched by OSM NFVO to OpenStack for the deployment of network functions(NFs). MME, HSS and SPGW are the core
network functions of EPC which are deployed for each slice. For managing and creating the access network slicing SDN-Based
controller FlexRAN controller is used. To convert the high-level slice configuration provided at the IBN tool to JSON slice template
format a specific RAN slicing policy configurator is developed and send it under FlexRAN controller. Further these configurations
are deploys at eNodeB for creation of slice.
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Figure 3 Complete Architecture of E2E slicing with Intent-based network
F. Isolation
From different perspectives isolation may be considered as: isolation between network slices, isolation between network
functions and isolation between users etc. [11]. Isolation can be performed by both physical and logical means [11], [28] and can
be either full or partially [24]. Isolation is achieved by technologies like firewalls, gateways, hypervisors. At all levels starting from
physical isolation hardware, operating systems, virtual machines, sandbox based isolation or at the network programming language
level [24], [35].
G. Secure Management and Orchestration
3GPP introduces Management and Orchestration(MANO) of network slicing. NFV and network slice orchestration are directly
connected to each other. From a business model perspective architecture of network slice MANO is challenging with multi-domain
environments, several layers of tenants. To assure a minimum security level standardization of inter-connection interfaces.
H. Trust Model: For network slicing security, trust plays an important role. Between MNOs and tenants, trust can be considered
at different layers which is directly related to business model and overall architecture [25], [29]. By legal agreements, parties assume
a level of trust. There are 3 architectural layers: resource, slice and service layers which applies in the relation to tenants. In [36],
author described about overall trust model of the network slice.
I. 5G Customer Devices: The main attack points are identified 5G customer devices. If one in device is associated with several
devices, then there is need of attention. There is need for discussion that emergency services are highly vulnerable so to handle this
at slice level is tedious.

6. CONCLUSION
As concern for network slicing security, threats and their recommendations are presented in this paper. There is future direction of
research in network slicing as it has many issues to resolve it. Also mention end-to-end security, isolation concept and security
models. This paper focuses on the end-to-end security based network because end to end communication needs end to end encryption
so that information not get deteriorated. Architecture of slicing system and E2E slicing with intent-based network is described which
facilitates the network operators to deploy network services in a flexible and customizable manner.
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